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The generation of
no-car ownership has
already been born in
Australia – they may
not even ever take
driving tests.

Price signalling

A generation of no-car ownership
is around the corner

Driverless vehicle operators will
provide a new, ultra-convenient, on
demand travel alternative. As a user
you will have access to vehicles that
will pick you up within seconds of
ordering within urban locations.
Dynamic pricing will provide users
with realtime travel cost information
that responds to overall demand. In
other words, a journey will cost more at
busy times or in busy locations. These
price signals will encourage people
to consider alternative travel times or
modes to achieve lower fares leading
to a more efficient and cost-effective
transport network.

Phil Carter

Last mile / off peak service quality

Driverless vehicles will be
coming to a city near you. With
growing populations, increasing
congestion and not enough
infrastructure to keep up with
demand – driverless vehicles
will help to ease the burden of
getting from Point A to Point B
for the average Australian.

ready but the question is whether or not
driverless vehicles will fit our culture.

public transport, driving yourself and
driverless vehicles.

The answer is unequivocally yes –
and perhaps the driverless vehicle
will benefit Australia so much more
than our European counterparts
because of the genuine need for
vehicles; slow penetration of public
transport into the city outskirts and
our increasing urban sprawl.

For countries like Australia – newer
countries with suburbs and cities spread
across seemingly vast distances and
urban areas designed with the motor
vehicle in mind – the landscape is

Part of a mode choice option

Today, you are running late and owing
to an important meeting with a client
so you choose the quickest option
even though it will cost more. The app
instantly books a driverless car which
arrives 30 seconds later. A further
benefit is the additional 22-minutes
you gain in the car giving you time to
read your documents and prepare for
your presentation.

As a new product in the public
transport network, driverless vehicles
offer a cheap and viable way to provide
convenient public transport in areas
of low population density or outside
of normal public transport operating
times. With little-to-no physical
infrastructure required, the driverless
vehicle offers full city coverage with
travel costs attributed to the service
user rather than the operator required to
run timetabled services.
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Pressing the multi-modal option app on
your smart phone will determine how
you will travel into work that day. The
app provides realtime information on
all travel options including walk, cycle,

This future was influenced by new
technology but more importantly, the
opportunities for change to the way we
make travel decisions.

Car ownership model
Ultra-high user convenience and low
user-costs (compared to car ownership)
are expected to lead to declining car
ownership. As driverless vehicle

systems increase in popularity, car
sales can be expected to decline as
users switch to alternative modes with
potential 50-80% cost-savings over
vehicle ownership.
With driverless cars available to
almost any location and at any time
of the day or night, reliance on public
transport becomes achievable for
more of the population.
Driverless vehicles have the added
impact of attracting users who are
unable or unwilling to drive themselves
such as the young and the elderly.
These user groups may be more
inclined to use services where a driver’s
license is not required yet convenience
and safety are paramount.
It becomes about accessing services
you use rather than owning a
depreciating asset.
Land use and travel patterns
Driverless vehicles will influence how
we perceive travel time. ‘Acceptable’
commute distances could get longer
as we realise benefits from productive
time during our journeys. The overall
number of trips may decrease as we
make more informed journey decisions.
Public transport services may need
to become more attractive in terms
of convenience and price to better
compete with driverless vehicles,
however, driverless vehicles may also
encourage public transport use by
providing a guaranteed ride home.

The implications for cities extend to
land use planning and zoning, road and
parking infrastructure provision, the
character and function of streets and the
demand and nature of public transport
amongst others.
The way we value and use our current
public space and assets will be
reconsidered and the idea of having
a no-driver zone could be used as
a method of managing demand in
highly congested areas. New road
infrastructure projects will require
greater scrutiny as the value of time
and the performance of existing
infrastructure is also re-examined.
The reality is that driverless technology
will arrive in Australia within the
next 10 years and early adopters will
pave-the-way with innovative car share
models (imagine Flexicar, Go-Get or
Uber but with highly dynamic and
responsive systems on top).

The benefits to the user will
be financial savings combined
with a highly convenient
service so even the more
sceptical car-lovers will have
to consider the advantages.
The generation of no-car ownership has
already been born in Australia – they
may not even ever take driving tests.
Image: Automated Car © Chris Baker/Arup
Video: A First Drive – Google Self-Driving
Car Project © Google
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With airport security across
the globe recently being
stepped up amid new
terror fears, concerns are
growing, not only from the
threat of terror, but of the
inconvenience and disruption
new measures will have for
passengers and airport hubs
as a whole.

Collaboration – the pathway
to the Airport of the Future
Jim Robinson
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The knock-on effect from traveller
dissatisfaction ultimately has
wide-ranging impact. Unless the
fundamental business model changes
to become one where airports, airlines,
air navigation service provider
(ANSPs), government agencies and
technology providers are encouraged
to work with each other, the aviation
industry will struggle to meet the everevolving demands placed on them and
in turn, struggle to be economically
viable in the long run.

In July 2014, US Homeland Security
announced enhanced security
measures for international flights
heading into the US. The changes
reflect a heightened concern that
terrorists are developing new and
more sophisticated types of explosives
which are more difficult to detect.
Passengers across the globe can expect
additional inspections of shoes and
electronics, increased use of scanners
designed to detect trace amounts of
explosives, and a further stage of
screening at boarding gates.
Yet Homeland Security Secretary Jeh
Johnson said in a statement, “We will
work to ensure these necessary steps
pose as few disruptions to travellers
as possible.”
It is possible to adapt to these changes
with minimal disruptions, but for this
to happen all stakeholders need to
be aligned. Information sharing and
collaboration amongst the

international aviation community is
key for effective aviation security and
it is essential that this process has a
built-in flexibility to meet the demands
of a changing security environment, in
line with the goals of all stakeholders
and the expectations of travellers.
The Seamless Travel Experience:
Airlines and airports are now
beginning to see the benefits of
improving the entire end-to-end travel
experience as a differentiator in the
travel decision-making process and to
offer a competitive advantage.
As air travel becomes more of a
commodity and continues to become
more readily available, we are faced
with the challenges of congestion
in both airspace and in the various
passenger processes in the terminal.
To overcome this, the aviation industry
is seeking seamless travel experience
solutions to meet the passenger needs
and expectations.
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Fundamentally, the traveller is
seeking:
• An uncomplicated handover
of baggage at the earliest
possible moment.
• A smooth and predictable
experience passing through the
airport to aircraft boarding.
• Confidence that one’s baggage will
reach the destination.
• To make personal decisions in a
relaxed manner on how best to use
waiting time at the airport.
• The ability to retrieve their bag ‘on
demand’, if possible.
• To exit the airport in the most
expeditious manner
How do we get there from here?
The aviation industry can learn a lot
from other process-driven industries
where an end-to-end focus is driving
success for many. For example,
Amazon has an end-to-end process
8

to deliver the best product in a time
definite manner. DHL, Fedex, the
oil industry, the seaport and mining
industries, and the automotive
manufacturing industry, all have an
end-to-end process to make sure
their supply chain is optimised and
flexible. These process-oriented
industries have developed proven
technology solutions using automation
and robotics that could be adapted to
improve the passenger experience as
well as efficient operations.
The challenge is developing a business
and operating model that allows
airports, airlines, government agencies
and technology providers to collaborate
and develop new solutions together.

There is already a shift
emerging with some airports
being designed with the future
in mind by taking a long-term
end-to-end view. And they are
reaping the benefits.

Many large international gateway
airports where new terminals have
been or are being planned, such as
Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Singapore and
Doha, will be able to adapt to change
thanks to clever design, a collaborative
approach to operatations and an endto-end business model.
For example, Dubai has developed an
aviation sector strategy that is just one
component of an all-encompassing
strategy for the entire city. The airport,
airlines and government take a longsighted view and plan the airport as
part of a broader economic strategy,
and not in isolation. Dubai understands
the importance of the highest level
passenger experience and its value in
the competitive nature of Middle East
airports. Dubai’s goal of fuelling the
local economy by increasing tourist
passengers pushes the airport and
airlines to find ways to make it easier
for passengers to visit Dubai. The
Dubai Government has even extended
the Visa-on Arrival programme that
encourages tourism to Dubai.

One may argue that these airports
represent the exception and have
certain advantages as they are, in
many cases, developing completely
new greenfield airport infrastructure
projects. But one can learn from their
collaborative approach amongst all
stakeholders and it is undeniable that
they have emerged at the leading edge
of airport development globally.
The challenge for many older airports
is that their development programmes
involved expansion of existing
facilities rather than construction of
new mega-terminals. These airports
have grown from the early days of
aviation industry in the 1950’s and
1960’s and are not readily adaptable to
a full-scale transformation.
We should be asking what the
operating models should be in 2050
and determine the strategies to
realise them. This requires actively
promoting leading-edge technology
and understanding how these
solutions could improve the passenger

experience, offer operational
efficiency and, most importantly for
existing airports, reduce the need for
expansion and optimise the use of
existing infrastructure.

these today, understand the
implications for infrastructure
development and future-proof
our planning decisions in airport
development programmes.

Evolution or Revolution?

The passenger terminal experience
is already changing as we see the
deployment of the ‘bag drop’ solutions
in airports. Effectively the industry
is moving away from the concept of
‘check-in’ to ‘ready to fly’. Many of
the key check-in processes can be done
via the internet and may not necessarily
require an agent.

There are game changing technologies
that hold promise to truly innovate
passenger terminal operations and
help realise the Airport of the Future.
Firstly there are pervasive technology
changes that will be fast paced though
social media, wearable technologies
and general advances as each new
generation of smartphones and other
hand held devices are revealed. We
are also seeing advances in facial
recognition, Bluetooth (Beacon
Technology), radio-frequency
identification (RFID), supplychain automation and robotics, and
automated guided vehicles.
These advances will inevitably echo
through the airport environment.
The challenge is how we embrace

For example, Qantas has developed
a permanent RFID tag to facilitate
faster and easier check-in on domestic
flights. If a passenger checks in online
or though their mobile device, they
can go directly to the dedicated bag
drop and save time. In a few years,
the check-in process with an agent
will not exist at all thus allowing the
airline to interact with its customers in
a much more individualised way.
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In addition, existing technologies
today can be deployed to create a
‘smart airport’ environment that
offers enhancements to the passenger
experience as well as the potential to
improve operational efficiency for
airlines, ground handlers and airport
operations. Using technologies such
as augmented reality, Bluetooth,
RFID and facial recognition, airport
and airlines can engage and interact
with passengers inside the terminal
in real time.
Opportunities to interact with the
passenger has huge potential in
relation to revenue enhancement
through communication of offers in
retail and food and beverage discounts.
Other benefits will include the ability
to track in real-time and produce
analytics on passenger engagement,
ground level market research, and flow
and operations analyses.

Paradigm shift in how we
experience the airport.
These are just a few examples of how
technology solutions will alter airport
operations and passenger experience.
All of these point to a paradigm shift in
how the passenger terminal will operate
in the future. For the aviation industry
to progress effectively, we need to view
airports more as a process industry with
end-to-end solutions.
In essence, the Airport of the Future
is striving for a more automated and
integrated solution for passenger
flows, operational efficiency and
product differentiation for the airlines
while providing the highest level of
safety and security. We need a more
holistic mindset on how we view air
transport and move away from the
legacy of silo-ed organisations if
we are going to be able to take full
advantage of the tools available.

By creating this new paradigm
through collaboration and information
sharing, more effective operations
and security processes and ultimately
a transformation of the passenger
experience, a smart airport will have
winners all around.

Dubai - The Ultimate Airport City
• The aviation sector makes a substantial contribution to
Dubai’s economy, supporting 125,000 jobs in Dubai
including direct, supply chain and induced jobs.
• Taking into account all the ways in which the aviation
sector contributes to Dubai’s economy, today it supports
over 250,000 jobs and contributes over US$22bn to
Dubai’s GDP.
• A collaborative approach to investment has seen Dubai’s
aviation sector benefit in numerous ways, and has helped
Dubai Airports and Emirates Airlines expand together,
each supporting each other’s growth.
• Aviation’s importance to Dubai is expected to continue to
grow over the next decade. On the basis of these strengths
and the forecasts for passenger growth, the economic
contribution of Dubai’s aviation sector is expected to rise
to 32% of Dubai’s GDP and about 22% of its employment
by 2020.

• Dubai’s aviation sector comprises: the operator
(Dubai Airports), ground handling company (Dnata), the
airlines (Emirates and all others) and other
aviation-related services.
• Dubai International comprises three terminals with a total
area of 1,970,000m2:
• Terminal 1 serves all airlines
• Terminal 2 serves scheduled, charter, and
special flights (pilgrimage)
• Terminal 3 is dedicated for use by
Emirates Airlines
• Cargo volumes reached record levels in 2013 with 2.4m
tonnes of air freight, up 6.8 percent from 2.27m tonnes
recorded during 2012.

Images: (Page 6-7) Lester Pearson International Airport, Toronto © GTAA, (Page 8-9) Perth Airport Terminal 1 Departures Expansion, WA © Woods Bagot,
(Page 10) Terminal 5 JFK Airport, New York © Prakash Patel/Gensler, (Page 11) Dubai Airport © Dubai Airport
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This hollowing out in revenue has been most
pronounced in the petrol excise, which has fallen from
four per cent of total Commonwealth receipts in 2001,
to around one per cent this year.

2.0

1998-99

In simple terms, the ‘fuel tax plus rego’ model has a
range of fundamental flaws. Figure 1 (right) shows
that the most obvious flaw is the eroding revenue
base offered by the existing approach. Shifts toward
alternative fuels, more efficient vehicles and the
removal of indexation of the Commonwealth fuel
excise between 2001 and the recent Federal budget,
have seen the fuel excise revenue almost halved over
the last 15 years.

2.2

1997-98

Australia’s established road user pricing approach
sees an unsophisticated two part tariff imposed on
road users. Fixed access charges are levied by states
in the form of licensing and registration charges,
while consumption is (imperfectly) priced through the
Commonwealth fuel excise.

Total Excise (including other fuel products
and crude oil) as proportion of GDP

1996-97

Brendan Lyon

The failing ‘fuel tax plus rego’ model

1995-96

Why complex reforms offer the only real
solutions to Australia’s transport challenges

The issues

1994-95

We’ll take the high road:

Total Excise (including other fuel products
and crude oil) as proportion of GDP

Figure 1: The burning platform? Total excise as a
proportion of GDP FY1994/95- 2010/11

The existing transport network
and system is demonstrably
falling short of economic
requirements and legitimate
community expectations.
Unfunded projects, costly
urban congestion, high road
freight costs and avoidable
road trauma; these are
each symptoms of a failing
management approach, funded
from a dying revenue base.
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In response, Infrastructure
Partnerships Australia and the nation’s
peak motoring clubs – the AAA,
NRMA, RACV and RACQ – launched
a joint research paper, calling for
a detailed process to examine the
long-run options to ‘fix’ Australia’s
struggling transport networks.

Expenditure
disconnected from revenue

Paying the same for rural
and urban networks

Currently, road related revenues are collected by state
and Federal governments, while reinvestment occurs
across all three tiers , through a confusing array of
funding streams, one off payments, maintenance
allocations and safety programmes.

While our paper considers complex
changes to the established model, our
principal recommendation calls simply
for a detailed, independent review by
the Productivity Commission. This
will allow the debate to move from
restatement of problems, towards
identifying and resolving the solutions.

The result is a complex system that disconnects revenue
from expenditure, missing the opportunity to direct
investment where it is needed; and leading to a situation
where the road network is consistently under-funded.

The lack of fairness in the current system sees many
people pay far too much for their use of the network.
For example, under the current approach a user on a
quiet country byway will pay (roughly) the same tax per
kilometre as a CEO driving his Jaguar to the CBD during
peak hour.
Under the status quo, the costs paid by the country user
and the CEO are the same, but the costs imposed by each
are substantially different. This means that the country
user is effectively subsidising our Jaguar-driving friend.
This is not only unfair; it is economically inefficient,
as every household, motorist and business absorbs the
deadweight costs of transport policy failures, through
longer journey times, inefficient supply chains, reduced
safety and the like.
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Missed opportunities to manage congestion
The lack of sophistication in the ‘fuel tax plus rego’
approach means that we miss an important opportunity to
manage congestion.
Because the existing approach cannot differentiate
between journey types and journey times, there is no
opportunity to, say, signal for commercial deliveries
outside of peak periods, improving journey reliability
and reducing costs for peak time commuters and
businesses alike.
Individual motorists do not operate in isolation. The time
a motorist accesses the network, the type of journey they
take, and their choice of vehicle all have flow-on effects
for other motorists, the community, the environment and
the economy.

There is a limit to the supply-only response of simply
building more roads to deal with congestion. The challenge
is to reform pricing to make the costs of different journeys
apparent to users, through better pricing.
Once the motorway networks in major capital cities are
fully developed, we need to look at how demand can be
managed, alongside capacity augmentation, maximising
the road system we already have – and encouraging
greater use of the road network outside of the peak.
Figure 2, below shows an analysis of journey types and
times across a 24 hour window on Sydney’s network,
showing the opportunity to signal for different journey
types, at different times.

Figure 3: Options analysis: How alternative pricing reforms meet the needs of users
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Source: Transport for NSW, Draft NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan

While there are a range of options available to
address parts of the transport challenge, we
considered different options against the outcomes
we established with the motoring clubs.
This methodology led us to a whole of network
pricing model, capturing all users, which we named
the Universal Road User Charge (URUC).
Figure 3 above shows the options analysis: How
alternative pricing reforms meet the needs of users.

Figure 2: Shifting demand through price: An analysis of journey types and times in Sydney
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This pricing model would see all
charges under the ‘fuel tax plus rego’
approach scrapped, in favour of a
simpler system where users pay per
kilometre travelled.
Given the requirement to manage
congestion and increase fairness and
equity, the cost of road use would
vary, according to the time and
location of use.
Modelling applied the URUC to a
number of hypothetical real world
users, evaluating the impact a URUC
would have on the motoring charges
they incur.
In short, it was found that under
the URUC:
1. Low impact users would
pay much less;
2. High end road users will pay a
fairer degree of their costs; and
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3. That all users would benefit
through a better managed and
more efficient transport network.
The (priced) road ahead:
It is important to note the limitations of
what our report calls for. We have not
preselected our URUC as a model for
immediate implementation. Rather, we
model the impact of this approach on
real users to demystify the road pricing
discussion and remove the natural fears
that can arise from change.
Our research shows that reform to
pricing can deliver a fairer, more
transparent system for users, and
a sustainable revenue base for
Australia’s governments, who are so
obviously struggling to fund transport
infrastructure requirements.
Reform of this magnitude is not
immediately possible. Many issues
not considered in our study would

need to be assessed, and alternative
views interrogated. But the missing
piece in the transport infrastructure
jigsaw is a formal process for this, and
other options to be transparently and
dispassionately assessed; and for the
pathway to permanent solutions to be
resolved, and then implemented.
Ours is not a new concept. It has
been floated before by Infrastructure
Partnerships Australia, and by the
Productivity Commission. Indeed, this
type of approach was first contemplated
by the Productivity Commission in the
very early 90s, when it was still known
as the Industry Commission.
Twenty-fourteen is the time to
elevate the pricing and funding of
transport infrastructure beyond ad
hoc suggestions by interested parties.
It’s time for Australia’s policymakers
to jump beyond the day to day on

this issue, and to set the stage for a
dispassionate and informed discussion
about what is possible, and what is not.
No one underestimates the political
complexity that could accompany this
kind of process.
Successful reform will require political
leadership between jurisdictions,
consensus across the political divide,
and a genuine discussion with the
public about why reform is required.

It’s time for Australia’s policymakers
to seize the day on this issue.
Brendan Lyon is the Chief Executive
of Infrastructure Partnerships
Australia, the nation’s peak
infrastructure body. IPA’s report with
the motoring clubs can be found at
www.infrastructure.org.au
Images: Airport Roundabout Upgrade Flyover,
Brisbane, Qld ©Arup

That’s why the most important aspect
of our report is not the new figures,
the models or the findings; it’s that
the motoring clubs of Australia are
standing with us, signalling clearly to
state and Federal policymakers that
they too are up for a real discussion.
It’s a rare opportunity indeed that
major reform can be considered by
policymakers, with the comfort of the
full support of those affected.
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Transforming infrastructure through
building information modelling
Andrew Lewis

Solving complex problems
while delivering lower project
risk is not a new phenomenon,
however innovative approaches
to BIM across a range of
infrastructure projects is
delivering greater certainty and
efficiency in the way engineers
typically solve project
challenges. This then results in
a number of benefits which can
be seen across the whole life
cycle of not just the project but
the constructed asset.
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Certainly, greater predictability
of project outcomes has been an
enticing motivator for the rise of BIM
on large and complex projects for
both engineers and contractors and
ultimately for the asset owner.
A collaborative approach to BIM can
improve project delivery through
the adoption of standard processes
and tools. From an engineering
perspective, BIM is a powerful tool
when it comes to exploring alternative
design concepts, optimising designs,
and conducting value engineering.
Within the broader industry, there are
a number of direct tangible benefits
of using BIM, including up to 30%
elimination of unbudgeted change,
cost estimation accuracy within 3%,
up to 80% time reduction to generate
a cost estimate, up to 10% savings of
contract value from clash detections,
and up to 7% reduction in the overall
time spent working on the project.

Arup has successfully implemented
collaborative environments through
our preferred Electronic Document
Management System (EDMS)
solution. Our in-built technical
processes and standards have been
applied on many joint ventures within
Australia and globally, including major
projects such as Regional Rail Link
in Melbourne, Airport Link and the
Transport Network Recovery Program
in Queensland. These projects,
among others, include hundreds of
users comprising clients, contractors,
consultants and sub consultants that
are located at various geographical
locations and organisational networks.
The versatility and accessibility of
BIM has also been enhanced by users’
ability to access live BIM models
through desktop PCs and portable
devices such as iPads, androids
and web browsers. This allows
interrogation of live design models

and the capture of site inspections and
records electronically. Additionally,
through the use of clever GIS webbased technologies connected to the
Common Data Environment (CDE),
designers are able to make live project
data available during the design
phase to engineering teams and site
engineers in the field. This also has a
benefit for engaging with the public
by presenting the project, conducting
surveys and implementing interactive
queries or reviews of the project.
Other benefits of BIM can include
interdisciplinary and coordinated
design and modelling; accurate
and quick takeoff and reporting;
connecting project teams through
a tailored EDMS solution enabling
strong workflows and processes;
improved understanding of projects
throughout the design process
and through public consultation
with media quality drive through

animations, overviews and immersive
real-time models being used to
communicate to stakeholders. From
an asset management perspective,
going forward BIM will allow better
accessibility to asset management
information and operation costs,
replacing traditional O&M manuals.
The Airport Link project in Brisbane,
designed by Arup in a joint venture
with Parsons Brinckerhoff as
PBAJV, is an excellent example of a
complex BIM model which provided
a collaborative framework among
project parties. A multiple awardwinning project, including winner of
the Special Recognition Award for
Sustaining our Society at the Bentley
2012 Be Inspired Awards, Airport
Link involved a multidisciplinary
coordinated design in a CDE using
work in progress processes and
integrated project delivery to manage
model/drawing/documents workflows.

No infrastructure project is the same
and there is no single ‘one size fits
all’ approach to BIM and the level of
sophistication required. Every project
is unique and we draw on our vast
experience to define the best approach
for the project from our developed
‘tool kit’. This leads to the best
possible solutions for clients and
their projects, and ultimately the
people who use them and live or
work in and around them.
Images (L-R): Airport Link BIM models © Arup,
Gold Coast Light Rail BIM model © Arup
Video: Regional Rail Link © Department of Transport,
Planning and Local Infrastructure.
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The world’s
railways
need more
capacity
Tony Vidago

People are travelling more
than ever before – and they
increasingly choose rail to
do it. To meet this demand,
countries must either build
new railways or increase
capacity on their existing
lines. I think using what you
have more efficiently
is often the better and
cheaper option.
In many developed countries, finding
the land to build new lines is a
challenge – as is meeting the huge
cost of such projects. Technology
offers a more affordable way to deliver
the required capacity by allowing you
to run trains faster and closer together
without altering the track.
Take a 10km stretch of track as an
example. Now imagine there was a
way to let four trains use it at any
one time instead of, say, two trains.
You’ve doubled the capacity. This is
a possibility that is being opened up
by communications-based signalling
technology such as the European
Train Control System, which Arup is
working on in the UK for Network
Rail in a joint venture with Ansaldo.
Such systems replace traditional
trackside signals with a display inside
every train cab. Increased capacity is
far from their only benefit. This sort
of signalling reduces maintenance
costs because it needs less line-side
equipment, improves performance
and enhances safety by automatically
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stopping the train if it goes too far or
too fast on a particular stretch of track.
However, current technology like
ETCS would probably deliver an
increase in capacity of just 20% or so.
What’s more exciting is the potential
offered by high-speed cellular
communications such as 4G LTE.
This will enable information about
trains’ locations to be pinpointed more
accurately and transmitted faster.
With high-speed communications,
you can run very fast trains very close
together very safely – increasing
capacity. Take two trains running
one behind the other at 200kph, for
example. If the first train slowed down,
the signalling system would reduce
the speed of the following train by the
same amount.
Communications-based signalling
would free up capacity in other ways
too. You would no longer need separate
lines for fast and slow trains travelling
along the same route, as is often the case
today. Instead, travellers could be better
served by faster services each stopping
at a different selection of stations.

So just how much capacity could this
add? Using this approach, I believe
it will be possible to double capacity
on a typical railway within the next
20 or 30 years. And the capital cost of
fitting the required equipment in trains
is much lower than the capital cost of
building entirely new lines.
What’s more, the absence of lineside equipment makes this signalling
equipment cheaper to maintain too.
Instead of maintenance crews travelling
out to look after remote equipment that
has proven vulnerable to vandalism and
theft, the equipment would come to
them – on-board the trains.
All this is why, for me, advanced
signalling technology is essential if
the world is going to get the increased
capacity it needs on its railways.
Continue the conversation
at Arup Thoughts.
Image: © Arup

Making sustainability
meaningful
Gerard Healey

To make sustainability
meaningful, I think it needs
translating into a currency
businesses really value.
And that should be the job
of designers and sustainability
professionals.
Currently the industry tends to talk
about initiatives in terms of their
impact, rather than the value to the
client or to the end users. The major
environmental and sustainability
rating tools like Green Star reinforce
this because they’re based on impacts
on resources such as energy, water
and materials. They show you how
to reduce carbon emissions, for
example, but not how this would
make your building more attractive
to tenants or staff.

This focus on impact instead of value
is a problem for several reasons.
Studies show that companies generally
don’t inherently value protecting the
environment – the reported value
comes from improved reputations,
reduced costs and through stimulating
innovation. This means that a client
might not see straight away why
they should do some of the things
that can be done.
Research also shows that focusing on
environmental problems rather than
opportunities and desirable outcomes
can lead people to disengage with an
issue. Even the extent to which we
focus on the environment is important.
I have seen this first hand in a design
workshop. The design team viewed
sustainability as good business
and were supportive of initiatives,
whereas the finance director viewed

sustainability as tree hugging and
was skeptical of anything related to
environmental protection that didn’t
have an obvious payback.
So what did I do? I framed
sustainability initiatives in business
terms – managing compliance risks,
reducing operating costs, supporting
patient wellbeing, attracting and
retaining staff, and reputation. This
enabled me to keep the finance
director engaged for the duration of
the workshop. It’s only a small step,
but it’s something that we can all do.
How do you make sustainability
meaningful?
Continue the conversation
at Arup Thoughts.
Image: © iStockphoto.com
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Coming soon: space elevators
Peter Debney

Space elevators are a permanent
infrastructure that will reach
from the ground to high orbit.
I believe that they could be
built cost-effectively within a
century, and pay for themselves
within just a few years.
Taking lightweight structures to new
frontiers, a space elevator is a cable
with its centre of gravity at or just
above geostationary orbit (an orbit
such that the satellite remains over a
fixed point on the Earth). The cable
would extend down to the Earth, with
a similar amount of cable above to
balance the system.
I’m referring to a ‘cable’, but it would
actually be more like a flat ribbon.
And it would need to be made of
a material that could hold its own
weight in this situation, something like
graphene or carbon nanotubes. There
is the small problem that at present
we cannot manufacture the quantity
or length of the carbon nanotubes this
would require. But I’m confident we
will soon be able to.
Why bother considering such
seemingly far-fetched ideas? Because
the only way we currently have to get
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into orbit leaves a lot to be desired. It
basically involves sitting on top of a
vast quantity of high explosives and
hoping for the best; despite the best
efforts of engineers, space rockets
can sometimes go tragically wrong.
And a successful launch is incredibly
expensive. Accurate figures are
hard to come by, but according to
NASA low-earth orbit costs $10,000/
kg while geostationary orbit might
cost $50,000/kg. In 2013 alone, 260
satellites and probes were launched at
a cost of over $40 billion.
An elevator should reduce the cost of
getting into space to about $220/kg for
an estimated build cost of $20 billion.
It is difficult to predict how much of
a difference a reduction of two orders
of magnitude on the launch costs will
make to the space industry and society,
but it is likely to be as significant.
Today the aerospace industry carries
over three billion passengers and $6
trillion of goods a year. This means
that the cost of a space elevator is
about the same as one day’s air freight.
The space industry has already given
us countless improvements to our
lives, from small ones like Velcro and
non-stick frying pans, to much bigger
ones like global weather forecasting

and satellite navigation. Cheap space
flight would accelerate this innovation,
and bring even more benefits in the
form of lunar and asteroid mining,
as well as an expansion of the human
race comparable to our ancestors
first leaving Africa or the discovery
of America.
I’m not the only one who thinks space
elevators could soon be viable. NASA
is researching and promoting enabling
technologies such as the power beam
and tether climb challenges and the
Tokyo-based Obayashi Corporation
has announced plans to build an
operational space elevator by 2050.
There are also plans by Liftport, an
American company, to build a smaller
elevator on the Moon by 2025.
While we have not quite got all the
technology in place, and there are
still engineering challenges to be
overcome, the space elevator has
nearly arrived.
Continue the conversation
at Arup Thoughts.
Image: © iStockphoto.com
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Cities must help produce more food
Eike Sindlinger

If the world is going to
feed its growing and
increasingly urban population
in the face of climate change,
then cities must take more
responsibility for producing
the extra food needed.
By 2050, most predictions estimate the
planet will need to feed an additional
two billion mouths. As more people
adopt meaty, Western-style diets,
the world will need to produce as
much food in the next 50 years as
it’s managed in the last 10,000 years.
That’s what the World Economic
Forum estimates.
It’s quite a challenge, and one which
I think cities have to be part of,
finding a solution. Cities are where
the majority of people live. They are
responsible for the majority of carbon
dioxide emissions. And they are where
the majority of the nutrients from
agriculture end up – flushed down an
urban sewer.
What’s clear is that we will need
to find a new approach to food
production. Not only because of the
scale of the problem, but because
agriculture is currently unsustainable.
Many of today’s farms greedily
consume energy, water, artificial
fertilisers, pesticides and other inputs
in volumes that are having serious
consequences for the environment.
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From the methane output of cows
to the carbon dioxide released
by clearing trees to grow crops,
agriculture emits more greenhouse
gases than all forms of transport
combined. It’s also responsible for
around 70% of all drinking water
consumption, and pollutes much of the
water it uses with fertiliser, manure
and run-off from fields. And as if that
wasn’t enough, it’s also been shown to
be a big threat to biodiversity.

city dwellers eat has a big impact on
the foods grown to feed them. So, as
my colleague Jody Harris suggests,
looking closely at which foods we eat
and why could help. For example, it’s
not sensible to grow wheat in a city
but you could grow plenty of nut trees,
so maybe we should eat more of those
instead. They are also a good source of
protein, so perhaps we need less milk
and meat from cows and can reduce
the methane they produce.

So what can cities do? I think there are
opportunities to use joined-up thinking
and close some resource loops. Cities
produce many things as waste that
farmers need for food growing. For
example, rooftop greenhouses like
those belonging to Gotham Greens
could use carbon dioxide emissions
from combined heat and power plants
to help grow food like tomatoes.

But we must not look at cities in
isolation. For me, this comes down to
redefining the relationship between
our urban and rural areas. We need
to stop seeing them as separate and
treat them as an integrated, symbiotic
system. Food needs to become part of
everything that cities do.

Making use of roof space like this is
one way cities can accommodate more
food production within their boundaries
and reduce their carbon emissions in
the process – something it will be vital
to do. Currently, agriculture and urban
development often compete for space
and resources. When a city grows,
agricultural land is usually swallowed
up. This in turn means farmers need to
clear more land, emitting more carbon
dioxide in the process. We cannot keep
doing this indefinitely.
And we probably can’t all keep eating
the same diet we have now. What

There have been some moves in this
direction already. Arup’s masterplan
for Wanzhuang Eco-City in China
incorporates 42 existing villages and
preserves farmland. And Finland’s first
carbon-neutral district, Jätkäsaari in
Helsinki, recognises the importance
of locally grown food by including a
community greenhouse.
If we’re all to remain confident of
having enough food on our plates in
the coming decades, more cities must
innovate and embrace agriculture.
Continue the conversation
at Arup Thoughts.
Image: Urban farming © iStockphoto.com
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Can we use
structural
materials
more
efficiently?
Andrea Charlson

Buildings often use
much more material than
is necessary in their
structures and I think it’s
up to us, as engineers, to
address the issue.
Material efficiency has a big impact
on cost, emissions, energy and
resources. Research carried out by
Arup on behalf of the Institution
of Structural Engineers found that
structural materials represent around
12% of the initial cost and around 50%
of the embodied CO2 and energy of
buildings. And research by WellMet
showed that buildings use 42% of the
world’s steel production.
So it’s worrying to hear that research
conducted with the WellMet 2050
consortium showed the average
utilisation rate for structures – the
percentage of the available strength
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or stiffness which is used to achieve
the structural design constraints – is
surprisingly low. It’s around 45%.
Why is this?
It can happen when more material is
being added to reduce deflections or
vibrations. It can also be caused by
architectural decisions, such as using
deeper beams for consistency across
a floor where smaller beams would be
suitable. Or it can be down to speeding
up the design process by applying a
design for extreme conditions such as
highest loading in all locations.
I’m sure a design team could
justify each of these decisions on a
project-by-project basis. However,
these decisions mean we are often
using twice as much material in our
buildings than is absolutely necessary.
So how can we know whether what we
are designing is materially efficient?

Perhaps material efficiency metrics
are the answer. These would provide
a benchmark against which a structural
design could be measured. The metric
should be easy to calculate from
information readily available to a
structural engineer, so it could be
used to develop the design.
There is a precedent for material
efficiency metrics in green building
rating schemes; the material efficiency
metric in Green Mark is called
the Concrete Usage Index (CUI).
This measures the volume of concrete
per constructed floor area (m3/m2).
More points are awarded the lower
the CUI is.
This appears suited to Singapore,
perhaps because buildings tend to be
similar, and predominantly concrete.
But it wouldn’t be suitable for
comparing buildings with different
frame types, those that use materials

in combination or buildings with
different uses.
The alternative (which was used
to generate the 45% utilisation figure
above) is to look at the strength
utilisation of the structural members.
This has the advantage of being
the same metric for all building
types and all structural materials.
And it’s something that’s already
usually checked for individual
elements during the design process.
So it wouldn’t be too onerous to
consider for a whole building.

Whichever way we decide to measure
it, designing building structures to
make more efficient use of materials
is likely to take time. And currently it
seems time is more precious than the
materials we are using.
Continue the conversation
at Arup Thoughts.
Image: Marina Bay Sands during construction, Singapore
© Darren Soh

There are still barriers to overcome,
such as how to measure the utilisation.
Should we use the maximum
utilisation for a single beam or look
across the whole length? And what
would we consider efficient? If the
current average utilisation is 45% we
have a long way to go before we are
targeting 100%!
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News

Arup reveals a vision
of the Future of Rail
Ticketless travel, automated freight
transport, maintenance drones and
faster driverless trains will feature on
our railways by 2050.
The Future of Rail 2050 unveils a
vision of the future of rail travel
in light of trends such as urban
population growth, climate change and
emerging technologies.
The report foresees predictive
maintenance of rail lines by robot
drones; driverless trains travelling
safely at high speed, freight delivered
automatically to its destination, and
smart technology designed to improve
passenger experience and enable
ticketless travel.
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Arup used developments from current
rail projects it has led on around the
world, as well as insight from the Arup
Foresight + Research + Innovation
team and global contributors, to
inform the futuristic predictions
outlined in the report.
With the increasing frequency of
extreme weather events, the report
looks at future construction and
maintenance techniques, predicting
intelligent robots building new, and
retrofitting old rail infrastructure.
Improvements in - and the widespread
distribution of - driverless systems
and trains, will further optimise the
running times and could eradicate
journey delays.
The report also considers how freight
transport will take place high above
(via elevated platforms), far below

(in tunnels deep underground), or even
through a new generation of airships.
Technological advancements are
also at the epicenter of improving
the passenger experience as the
convergence of mobile devices,
wearable and location-aware
technology provide accurate,
real-time travel information, and
high-performance networks grant
uninterrupted access to work and
entertainment systems on the move.
“The global urban population is
growing rapidly and by 2050, around
75% of the world’s population will live
in cities. This places huge pressure
on transport infrastructure and
resources, but also creates a significant
opportunity for rail. The challenge
will lie in juggling the responsibility of
providing reliable travel for millions

while simultaneously tailoring each
journey for the individual. However,
by rapidly developing technology
and taking bold steps to overcome
capacity and cost challenges, the rail
renaissance can deliver a future where
it is the backbone of our travel system.”
– Colin Stewart,
Global Rail Leader, Arup
Images (above and right):
The Future of Rail infographic illustrates some of the
many futuristic aspects to rail travel we may see in
the future © Rob House
Guangzhou Rail Station, China © Hufton + Crow
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Engineering
consultants appointed
for City to the Lake
development
The ACT Land Development Agency,
on behalf of the ACT Government,
has appointed Arup as lead consultant
for the City to the Lake Estate
Development Plan. The mixed-use
development is one of Australia’s
largest urban renewal projects and
builds upon the vision of Walter
Burley Griffin; to foster the growth
and prosperity of Australia’s capital.
This work will include the creation
of a new lake front at West Basin, a

significant residential development,
and a new stadium, convention
centre and aquatic centre for the city.
Arup has been tasked with design
development and delivery of final
construction documentation for the
first stages of City to the Lake, as well
as concept design for the balance of
the site.
“The City to the Lake is a world class
urban waterfront precinct and the
most important urban development
in the ACT’s history. It will set a
benchmark for public realm design not
only in Canberra, but nationally and
internationally.”
– James O’Reilly, Associate
Principal, Arup

The new precinct will increase
the connectivity of Canberra to its
natural assets, providing sequential
redevelopments of the corridor between
the city and Lake Burley Griffin.
The initial West Basin lakefront
portion will include a new boardwalk
with pavilions for restaurants and
cafes and a new residential, retail and
commercial precinct. These will be
linked through an open space network
including pedestrian and cycle paths,
and rainwater gardens.
Image: City to the Lake, Canberra, ACT
© Courtesy of the ACT Government

Arup projects shine at
2014 ASI Excellence
Awards (Vic)
The Monash University’s Green
Chemical Futures building took the
Steel Excellentce Award for Building
– Large Projects while the Melbourne
Star Observation Wheel received
the Steel Excellence Award for
Engineering Projects.
Green Chemical Futures is a
benchmark 9300m2 multi-level facility
in the North West Precinct at Monash
University's Clayton Campus.
“The Monash Green Chemical Futures
building is an innovative building
inspired by molecular structures.
It is a synthesis of best practice
engineering, architectural form,
speed of construction and community
integration. The success at the ASI
Awards is a testament to the close
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collaboration and dedication of
all involved and we are proud to
have helped bring this special
project to life.”
– Mark Ayers, Project Manager, Arup
The Melbourne Star is the largest
compression wheel in the world and
features an innovative 3D diamond
spoke design.
“The Melbourne Star design
maintains the intent of the seven
pointed star, but improves on its
structural efficiency, performance
and overall elegance. We were able
to apply our global expertise in giant
observation wheel design to this new
icon on Melbourne’s skyline.”
– Joseph Correnza, Project
Director, Arup
Images Monash University Green Chemical Futures, Vic
© Lyons Architecture, Melbourne Star Observation Wheel,
Vic © Melbourne Star Observation Wheel,
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Open data crucial
to sustainable urban
mobility

transformation. Technology will serve
as a key enabler for smart mobility to
meet growing demands and improve
service for those who live in, work in
and visit a city.”

Sustainable urban mobility and future
economic growth will require greater
use of open data platforms, according
to a new report by Arup, Schneider
Electric and The Climate Group.

– Charbel Aoun, Senior Vice President
Smart Cities, Schneider Electric

The new ‘Urban Mobility in the
Smart City Age’ report considers the
opportunities available for cities to
improve the operational efficiency and
traveller experience of their transport
systems, while generating new
economic value.
It is estimated that $720 to $920
billion could be generated across the
globe every year by utilising open
data to develop new digital transport
applications – potentially giving a
significant boost to the digital economy.
“Cities are first and foremost made up
of people. Any smart city’s goal is to
address the needs of its citizens with
efficient, safe and sustainable mobility
serving as a cornerstone of that

“With the continually increasing
number of people living in cities,
city authorities are facing significant
challenges with regards to ensuring
future levels of mobility. Smart
technologies can help address some of
the challenges of rapid urbanisation
as cities can use the data to transform
city operations and urban mobility
to enhance economic, social and
environmental wellbeing.”
– Lean Doody,
Smart Cities Lead, Arup
“Globally we are facing a number of
challenges; urban populations are
growing at a rapid rate with 3.5 billion
people currently living in cities and
current projections forecasting that
this will almost double in thirty years.
We need to accommodate a growing
population whilst also reducing

global emissions. Low carbon smart
technologies implemented across a
city’s transport infrastructure meet
the challenge of reducing emissions
whilst also building a prosperous
economy. Smart cities not only make
environmental sense, they also make
economic sense.”
– Mark Kenber, CEO,
The Climate Group
As well as highlighting the role
open data plays in intelligent
mobility systems within the urban
environment, the report also addresses
the challenges cities face in securing
innovative finance, policy support, and
citizen engagement.
The Urban Mobility in the Smart
City Age report is the first paper in
a series on the ‘cornerstones’ of a
smart city; a series which looks how
we can make our cities smarter and
more sustainable to meet current and
evolving challenges.
Image: NewActon Nishi, Canberra, ACT ©Carl Drury

Top 10 recognition for
CSR in Australia
Arup joins top Australian
organisations recognised for their
leadership in the area of Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) for the
fifth consecutive year.
Arup was listed amongst the Top
10 organisations with the strongest
CSR management capabilities by the
Australian Centre for Corporate Social
Responsibility (ACCSR) – a list that
also includes ABC, National Australia
Bank, PwC Australia and Rio Tinto.
“The continual recognition for our
leadership in this space can be
attributed to the people within our
organisation who see corporate social
responsibility as integral to the way
that we do business.”
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“We will continue to invest in
sustainability, community partnering
and pro-bono work, as well as our
International Development business
– work that continues to be a draw
cards for employees and clients and is
essential to our corporate culture.”
– Peter Bailey, Chair and CEO of Arup
in Australasia
The Top 10 list was announced as part
of the ACCSR’s ‘The State of Corporate
Social Responsibility in Australia
and New Zealand Annual Review’
– this year produced in conjunction
with Deakin University and Wright
Communications in Auckland.

The Annual Review suggests that
future progress in CSR will be closely
tied to innovation in the arenas of
supply chain, environment, reporting
and collaboration with stakeholders,
as well as leadership support.
Read more about the report on the
ACCSR website.
Images (L-R): Asian Cities Climate Change
Resilience Network (ACCCRN) ©Arup
Danish Red Cross integrated programming study,
Nepal ©Arup

Nearly 1000 survey respondents
highlighted that despite awareness,
the implementation of CSR is still
markedly slow – with a call for more
leadership from business, government
and the academic sector.
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Arup named Best
Technical Adviser
Arup has been announced as Best
Technical Adviser at the 2014
Partnerships Awards for the second
year running.
The accolade praises outstanding
contributions to public private
partnerships (PPP) and was presented
to Arup in recognition of its work in
advising on some of the world’s most
significant public private partnership
(PPP) deals.
Over the course of 2013, the firm
worked on projects in over 40
countries and 16 of these reached
financial close – totalling a combined
value of US$15.9 billion.

International
Sustainability
Systems Comparison
tool released

• BREEAM: Building Research
Establishment’s (BRE)
Environmental Assessment
Method, United Kingdom

CoreNet Global and Arup deliver
tool for corporations to compare
sustainability programmes globally.

• Green Mark, Singapore

Entitled the International Sustainability
Systems Comparison, this tool gives
the corporate community a detailed
analysis of the various energy and
water-related credit requirements
for major sustainability programmes
globally. The online tool is available on
CoreNet Global’s website.
The report compares major
sustainability systems applicable
to new commercial office building
construction used globally, including
an in-depth evaluation of the use of
each in its country of origin (listed
below), and how each has been
adapted internationally.
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• LEED: Leadership in Energy &
Environmental Design, United States
• BEAM PLUS, Building
Environmental Assessment
Method, Hong Kong
• Green Star, Australia
• ENERGY STAR, United States
• NABERS Energy, Australia
• NABERS Water, Australia
“We are passionate about promoting
sustainability within the built
environment and sharing information
to strengthen the business case for
the investment in high-performing,
sustainable buildings. We are
delighted to partner with CoreNet
Global on this research to bring

high-quality information about the
various standards and global market
drivers to key decision-makers to
inform the next generation of building
projects globally.”
– Jennifer McArthur, PEng, Associate,
and senior mechanical engineer, Arup
This tool compares the major global
sustainability systems in terms of level
of achievable certification, incremental
credit requirements to achieve this
certification level, and the relative
emphasis for each of energy-related,
water-related, and other types of credits.
Images: Pocket Habitat, custom-designed to allow British
Land to retrofit green roofs to their existing building stock
© Thomas Graham

Dr John Nutt
awarded lifetime
achievement award

“It is great to be acknowledged by
the industry and our peers for the
exceptional work our consultants
have delivered over the last year.
This win demonstrates that Arup is
a frontrunner within the Energy and
Utilities, Social Infrastructure and
Transport sectors.”
– Steven Lloyd, Global Leader for
Transaction Advice, Arup
Arup has a strong international
presence and experience in new and
long established markets which it
consistently applies to its PPP work,
and the judges welcomed this strong
cross-border ethos as an example of
how to expand upon the knowledge
and expertise within the partnerships
industry across new borders.

Dr. John Nutt has been presented
the Clunies Ross Award for Lifetime
Achievement at the 2014 ATSE awards
in Perth, honouring his influence
on the engineering profession and
commitment to the advancement of the
industry over the past 50 years.
Recipients at the ATSE (Australian
Academy of Technological
Sciences & Engineering) awards
are recognised as Australia’s preeminent innovative scientists and
technologists for persisting with their
ideas and innovations which have
provided broad economic, social or
environmental benefits.
John helped lead and shape Ove Arup
and Partners during the 1970s and
1980s and is still connected to the firm
today. He specialised in the design
and analysis of high-rise buildings,
pioneered the use of computers in
engineering practice, worked on the
design and analysis of the Sydney
Opera House roof as well as overseeing
the construction and completion of the
building. He also headed a task force
which reviewed the Australian Building

Organised by the Partnerships
Bulletin, these international awards
are recognised as one of the highest
accolades available within the global
project finance industry and have been
judged by an expert panel of some of
the most respected names in PPP.
Arup also won Infrastructure
Technical Adviser of Year at the 2014
Infrastructure Journal (IJ) Awards and
this award reinforces Arup’s ability
to integrate technical and financial
advisory services.

Regulations for government, resulting
in the development of the first fire code.
“John Nutt has played a critical role
in building Arup into one of the most
innovative firms in the world with
his strong commitment to technical
excellence and research. He has
been tireless in his drive to advance
the industry forward and encourage
learning at all levels from current
university students to seasoned
professionals, and both the industry
and Arup have benefited enormously
from this dedicated approach.”
– Peter Bailey, Chair and CEO, Arup
Australasia
ATSE consists of some of Australia’s
leading thinkers in technology and
engineering. It’s an eclectic group,
drawn from academia, government,
industry and research, each with a
single objective in mind – to apply
technology in smart, strategic ways
for our social, environmental and
economic benefit.
Image: John Nutt and AYSE President Alan Fink
© Arup
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